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Rear Shock Absorbers
Remove the upper bolts from the rear shocks next. Improve your on and off-road ride quality with Rough Country's premium N3 shocks!
These 10-stage variable. (P/N: 341M055 for both Rear Left & Right) Kayaba (KYB) shock absorbers are recognized worldwide for its sheer
quality and customer satisfaction. Harley - Columbia Shock Absorbers & Springs. Monroe® Load Adjusting Shock Absorbers are ideal for
light trucks that carry varying loads or tow trailers. Regular price: $59. Check out the ClickMechanic price for a Land Rover Freelander 2 Rear
shock absorbers (pair) replacement in the UK. You can search the entire range of shock absorbers online. So if you drive over a bump or a
patch of rough road and your vehicle continues to bounce, it is an indication that you require a shock or strut replacement. The shock absorbers
on your vehicle dampen and absorb road conditions by controlling suspension motion while driving. Our technology permits close tuning
tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the utmost endurance. All YSS shock absorbers are designed, manufactured and tested at the
YSS factory in Thailand, by a team of 270+ knowledgeable and innovative staff. Check out the ClickMechanic price for a Land Rover
Freelander 2 Rear shock absorbers (pair) replacement in the UK. Advantages: The shocks are made of hard and durable metals the serve for a
long period. Hi, Guest ! Save cars. Some of the latest technologies used are 46mm monotube and the patented digressive valve. Easy to use
parts catalog. As Australia’s number one chain of under car specialist stores, we offer an extensive range of products and services for all
vehicles including passenger vehicles, 4WDS, light commercials, trucks. This is an example of our remanufactured rear lever shock for a
Triumph TR3 and TR4. If these control devices weren't part of the suspension system, your car or truck would continue to hop up and down



for a lengthy period until the kinetic energy in the springs finally dissipated. Remember to add two to your shopping basket though. Order
Shock Absorbers and Hardware in our huge selection of parts. Additionally, we rebuild Delco and Houdaille lever shocks: 10 YEAR
WARRANTY! We offer MADE IN THE USA, coil and leaf springs leaf spring mounting hardware, and front end chassis parts. Shock
brackets can become bent or damaged if shock absorbers fail and lock up. The life of a shock or strut is roughly 50,000 miles. KONI shock
absorbers are produced from the finest materials; surfaces are machined to the narrowest tolerances, and the strictest quality control standards
are incorporated in all production steps. Gabriel’s FleetLine® and GasSLX® shocks have been proven in real-world use… Learn More »
Please Select a Product ReadyMount® Complete Struts ReadyMount® First to Market MaxControl™ Shocks Ultra™ Shocks and Struts
ProGuard™ Shocks Guardian™ Shocks Classic® Shocks LTV™ Shocks HiJackers® Shocks Specialty Products & Accessories. Our
technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the utmost endurance. Shock brackets can become bent or
damaged if shock absorbers fail and lock up. Pedders Suspension is pleased to announce the release of its range of sports replacement struts
for the Nissan X Trail 2001 On T30 Model. As the suspension travels up and down, the hydraulic fluid is forced through tiny holes, called
orifices, inside the piston. Buick Rear Pair 1941-53 All Except 1941-42 Ser. Must be ruggedly built to cope with greater forces. 750 60#
None 58602 L1 LS26 13. Bilstein Comfort shocks are high pressure monotube shocks available only for certain trucks with a softer valving
than the B6 Heavy Duty. Shock absorbers, along with suspension and brake components, should be routinely inspected and tested by a
qualified service provider as part of a scheduled maintenance program. Monroe® Load Adjusting Shock Absorbers are ideal for light trucks
that carry varying loads or tow trailers. Regular: $21. When you want more road control when towing or for higher performance, you want
KYB Gas-a-Just shock absorbers. These innovative shocks combine shock and spring technology to help reduce the loss of ride height and
ensure your ride is loaded for the long haul. Shock absorbers slow down and reduce the magnitude of vibratory motions by turning the kinetic
energy of suspension movement into heat energy that can be dissipated. Boge shock absorbers at Kwik Fit. Drag Racing Shocks. 13" REAR
SHOCK SUSPENSION SCOOTER MOPED Tank Roketa Sunl SK05. The system is also available on the GM Suburban and Tahoe as
part of ZW7 Premium Smooth Ride Suspension. Find the Factory Spec Sportster Shocks - FS-04500-SET at Dennis Kirk. classicperform.
On older cars, shock absorbers are used on both the front and rear wheels, but modern cars use them primarily on the rear wheels, with strut
assemblies on the front. Suite D1 Henderson, NV 89014 USA. This shock absorber forms the end link between the suspension springs and the
vehicle body; this makes it an extremely important component related to safety which reduces vibrations and reducing overall vehicle
movement. The Bilstein Comfort shocks are typically designed as a performance upgrade for a lighter truck and also sold as a higher quality
comfort-oriented shock for a heavier truck. The shock absorbers on your vehicle dampen and absorb road conditions by controlling
suspension motion while driving. 2 x Rear Suspension Strut Mounts - Sachs. Component pictures of a different shock are similar. The rear
shocks are much easier to replace than the front one. In that period, your vehicle’s shocks and struts will have cycled more than 85 million
times. You can book online and the mobile mechanics on our network will come and do the work on your doorstep, one way to make your life
a little easier!. Find our best fitting rear shocks and struts for your vehicle and enjoy free next day delivery or same day pickup at a store near
you!. for a taller person its good but for a shorter person it might take a little getting used to. They feature a variable rate spring, and aluminum
collars for added strength. . Front shock valving ratios are: 90/10, 80/20, and 60/40; rear shock valving ratios are: 70/30, 50/50, and 40/60
TECHNICAL INFO Classic Performance Products • www. It should be installed now on shock mount. Shock dimension information is only
provided as a means to physically identify KYB shock absorbers. Vintage and Classic Shockabsorbers offer a top quality restoration service
for Hartford, Luvax and Girling Shock Absobers for Vintage Cars. This is an example of our remanufactured rear lever shock for a Triumph
TR3 and TR4. 80, 90 Lever Shock Absorbers. 2 x Rear Suspension Strut Mounts - Sachs. 5 out of 5 stars 35 $94. KYB® Gas-a-Just™
Rear Monotube Shock Absorber. The shock absorbers should be tested by moving the front or rear of the vehicle up and down quickly. 1 x
Rear Suspension Strut Bellows Set - Sachs. It not only makes the rear suspension solid but raises its height by 1 to 2 inches. Strut Type Shock
Absorbers: Struts replace part of the suspension system. KONI shock absorbers are produced from the finest materials; surfaces are machined
to the narrowest tolerances, and the strictest quality control standards are incorporated in all production steps. The most important part of
converting your OEM lever type shock absorbers to the telescopic type is obtaining the correct "installed height". 1967 - 1981 Camaro Shock
Extenders Set, Fine Thread, Pair. Eyelet bushings protect the shock eyelet from wear, and keep the mount kit snug - we include one in every
mount kit. Sometimes specified for use on the rear axle in conjunction with GR-2 strut cartridges or complete struts on the front axle. The rear
shocks are much easier to replace than the front one. How to Replace Shocks. That's right, we're talking about shock absorbers. of additional
load carrying capacity. Get the job done with the right part, at the right price. Buick Rear Pair 1941-53 All Except 1941-42 Ser. Kwik Fit
stock and recommends Boge shock absorbers and has over 14,000 quality parts in stock. Fine-tuned to meet the demands of modern light
trucks, vans, and SUVs, these Shocks come equipped with a high-quality piston that delivers better-than-OE response and performance,
sportier handling, and a smoother ride. They also have a direct effect on handling and braking. Check here for special coupons and promotions.
With options of replacement, sports/performance & 4X4/SUV, unlike other shock absorber brands. Shock Absorbers Socket Wrench
Sockets Pry Bar Mallet Torque Wrench Instructions. Improve your on and off-road ride quality with Rough Country's premium N3 shocks!
These 10-stage variable. You can see if your rear shock absorbers are worn by parking your car on a flat surface. A true sport performance
shock at heart with an unbelievable low cost, the new 490 Sport Series Shocks feature a high-pressure monotube with. Monroe Gas Magnum
65 Shock, (IHC REAR) 63. glider Veteran Member. This is especially true for a 4x4 that has been lifted, but is also important for a vehicle that
has been lowered. Rear shock question. 490 Sport Series Rear Shocks by Progressive Suspension®. Coilover shock absorbers are usually a
kind of twin-tube gas charged shock absorber inside the helical road spring. 99 Add to cart; Ezgo 2Five Rear Shock Absorber Set 2010 thru
2015 Sale! $ 139. 9") x 30mm 160mm (6. Shock Absorbers. ENJOY STABILITY: These Shock Absorbers are engineered for superior
comfort and control, regardless of how tough the road conditions may be. You can search the entire range of shock absorbers online. Finding
the right Monroe® shock absorber for any commercial vehicle application just got easier. Pedders has a comprehensive range of shock
absorbers to suit most vehicles on our roads today. YSS is an International Renowned Brand since 30 Years. SHOWA CORPORATION.
Our technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the utmost endurance. Shock Absorbers Steering &
Suspension. If one is bad, the others aren't far behind. 21 (199) In Stock. Purchase new shock absorbers. The rebound adjustment ring is
located at the bottom of the shock absorber and has a range of positions 1-11. Worn shocks can make for an uncomfortable ride, but, more
importantly, they can compromise your ability to control the vehicle. Suite D1 Henderson, NV 89014 USA. 2 x Rear Shock Absorbers -
Sachs. Find our best fitting rear shocks and struts for your vehicle and enjoy free next day delivery or same day pickup at a store near you!.
Upgrade your bike with the best. 13" REAR SHOCK SUSPENSION SCOOTER MOPED Tank Roketa Sunl SK05. " Please try a different



search, or contact your local Store #1036 PEPBOYS. Listed manufacturers, suppliers, dealers & exporters are offering best deals for rear
shock absorbers. The rear shocks are much easier to replace than the front one. Shock Absorbers Socket Wrench Sockets Pry Bar Mallet
Torque Wrench Instructions. DNM Preload MTB Mountain Wheel Chair Bike Rear Suspension Shock Absorber AL 6061 Coil Spring 750
Lbs 150mm (5. Replaced rather than repaired. BestDrive fitment centres are located throughout South Africa and offer a comprehensive range
of top quality shock absorbers for your vehicle. All YSS shock absorbers are designed, manufactured and tested at the YSS factory in
Thailand, by a team of 270+ knowledgeable and innovative staff. 89 400mm 15. ENJOY STABILITY: These Shock Absorbers are
engineered for superior comfort and control, regardless of how tough the road conditions may be. Not only are our shock absorbers affordable
but we also offer great specials and promotions on a large range of quality shocks. The higher the number the heavier the damping. 0 ) out of 5
stars Current Price $89. It fits all years until TR4A. Shock absorbers keep your car's tyres flat against the surface of the road, providing even
pressure so the tread wear remains consistent. Specify right or left or purchase 2 and we'll assume a pair. It will bend flat and give you
something to get leverage and break the bolt loose, or it will break off. Use the Shock Dimension Search to find the matching Monroe®
replacement shock. This is perhaps the most difficult part of this installment. During our shocks and struts service, we'll inspect the shocks,
struts, and springs in your vehicle's steering and suspension systems for signs of wear or damage. So, the first thing one should do is inquire as
to whether, or not, the shocks you have purchased, or about to purchase, have this built in feature. Monroe Monroe Shock Absorber GT Gas
SP18177. These shock absorbers damp vibrations in the suspension springs as well as the vehicle body. Your vehicle has struts on the front
suspension and shock absorbers on the rear suspension. Detroit Axle - Front Struts Rear Shocks Replacement for 2007-2012 Nissan Altima -
4pc Set Coil Springs and Shock Absorbers Suspension Kit 4. Popular Products. Rear Koni Shock Absorbers for Sunbeam Alpine Series 4,
Series 5 & Tiger 1965-1968. If you have less grip in the rear, you ovesteer, you hit the tree and die again, not seeing what killed you. The
MacPherson strut is in wide use, but conventional shocks are on lots of cars, plus almost all those SUVs, pickups and at least the rear. You can
book online and the mobile mechanics on our network will come and do the work on your doorstep, one way to make your life a little easier!.
Additionally, we rebuild Delco and Houdaille lever shocks: 10 YEAR WARRANTY! We offer MADE IN THE USA, coil and leaf springs
leaf spring mounting hardware, and front end chassis parts. Pattern Rear Shock Absorbers Pair 327mm Honda CB250 CB400 N/T Black
[AF1384] £ 68. They function opposite of a conventional shock, as they are inverted. This is an example of our remanufactured rear lever
shock for a Triumph TR3 and TR4. Check out the ClickMechanic price for a Ford C-MAX Rear shock absorbers (pair) replacement in the
UK. 48") x 48mm 200mm (7. Positioned horizontally under the motorcycle, the shock is mounted to the frame in the front of the bike and to
the swing arm in the rear. com you can find the front, rear and steering damper used in small to medium-sized cars.Rear Shock Absorbers 95 /
20% off X-PRO. 5 inch, 240mm bolt spacing, 8mm Spring Coil) $32 Di rt Bike Rear Shock (total 11 inch, 245mm bolt spacing, 8mm Black
Spring Coil) $32 Di rt Bike Anodized Red/black Shock 10. 00 shipping. Conventional telescopic shock absorbers. These shock absorbers
damp vibrations in the suspension springs as well as the vehicle body. Shock Absorbers The Hyperpro Shock Absorber. Monday to Friday:
9:00am-5:00pm. When shocks are no longer performing as expected, wheels would bounce, reducing the time of contact and thus available
grip. Like stated get a deep socked on top and wedge it against the body. Dodge Ram 1994-2001: How to Replace Front and Rear Shocks
Shock absorbers keep your Ram's vibrations and movement at a minimum to provide a stable as well as controlled feeling throughout the truck.
classicperform. Precision-engineered for the ultimate in safety and performance, Ultra(TM) LT shock absorbers by Gabriel® provide improved
comfort and control, long life and durability, and maximum shock performance for today's light trucks and SUVs. When a vehicle’s shocks and
struts are damaged, the front end can dive upon braking while the rear end squats during acceleration. Dodge Ram 1994-2001: How to
Replace Front and Rear Shocks Shock absorbers keep your Ram's vibrations and movement at a minimum to provide a stable as well as
controlled feeling throughout the truck. COM at 1-800-PEP-BOYS (737-2697 ). 'Wilbers' Rear Piggy Back '633 TS Competition S' Shock
Absorbers (pair) (1200) Part Number: 180 H Sometimes technical accessories or slim-cut side panels prevent the installation of a rear shock
with reservoir. They are common on motorcycle and scooter rear suspensions, and widely used on front and rear suspensions in cars. Shock
absorbers manage the kinetic energy that travels through your Jeep's suspension and chassis as you drive to give you a bump-free ride and
keep other components from wearing out too quickly. These high strength, monotube shock absorbers provide extra-rugged durability and
fade-free performance. VariShock Bolt-in shocks are engineered to be the ultimate direct-replacement shock absorber. 48") x 48mm 200mm
(7. VariShock Bolt-in shocks are engineered to be the ultimate direct-replacement shock absorber. You can tell when shocks are going bad by
pushing on the corner of the bumper and seeing how the vehicle reacts when released. On older cars, shock absorbers are used on both the
front and rear wheels, but modern cars use them primarily on the rear wheels, with strut assemblies on the front. Fine-tuned to meet the
demands of modern light trucks, vans, and SUVs, these Shocks come equipped with a high-quality piston that delivers better-than-OE
response and performance, sportier handling, and a smoother ride. A true sport performance shock at heart with an unbelievable low cost, the
new 490 Sport Series Shocks feature a high-pressure monotube with. Shock absorbers do more than just smooth out the bumps in the road.
Shock and Strut Replacement Service Package. 89 400mm 15. Zinc-plated shocks that install like factory replacement shocks Designed to
correct the factory nose-down rake, allowing for the use of larger wheels and tires Package includes a set of two Bilstein 5100 Series Ride
Height Adjustable struts for the front and two 5100 shocks for the rear with black boots specific for you vehicle + View More Specs. They are
common on motorcycle and scooter rear suspensions, and widely used on front and rear suspensions in cars. Shock absorbers that are worn
out a lot can turn your car into a safety hazard for yourself and also for other participants in traffic. Rate: Heavy Duty. Features include high
velocity 9-stage valving for excellent dampening capabilities and a closed cell insert to reduce shock fade at high speeds. Worn shock
absorbers at the rear are dangerous because they cause the deterioration of the vehicle's adherence to the ground. Mister-Auto offers you
shock absorbers from top brands including like Kyb, Monroe or Sachs. The Steering system is a mechanism that enables the driver to guide
and direct the vehicle in a chosen direction. Each component is finished with multi-layer zinc, for industry leading corrosion resistance. Whether
you’re hauling heavy loads or transporting your family, KYB has you covered with shocks that restore performance and performance upgrade
shock absorbers and struts for trucks. Inexpensive. Our technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the
utmost endurance. Truck Shocks & Truck Shock Absorbers On Sale Plus Free Shipping. Monroe® Load Adjusting Shock Absorbers are
ideal for light trucks that carry varying loads or tow trailers. You can book online and the mobile mechanics on our network will come and do
the work on your doorstep, one way to make your life a little easier!. This is the simplest type of shock absorber and is generally replaced
rather than repaired. Monroe Load-leveler shocks are designed to help sagging rear suspensions when towing or hauling. Note that, depending
on. Shock absorbers do more than just smooth out the bumps in the road. Your vehicle has struts on the front suspension and shock absorbers
on the rear suspension. They just have different designs for different suspension applications. 1 x Rear Suspension Strut Bellows Set - Sachs.



Shock Absorbers The Hyperpro Shock Absorber. The KYB Gas-a-Just monotube shock absorber has additional performance advantages
over the traditional twin-tube design: it can instantly, automatically adjust to your. Use the Shock Dimension Search to find the matching
Monroe® replacement shock. Detroit Axle - Front Struts Rear Shocks Replacement for 2007-2012 Nissan Altima - 4pc Set Coil Springs and
Shock Absorbers Suspension Kit 4. 87") x 53mm 4. Reinstalling and torquing shock mount nuts in sedan/coupe. Give you bike the shock it
deserves. Procedures will vary, so be sure to know the specifics for your vehicle before getting started. Purchase new shock absorbers.
Monroe Monroe Shock Absorber GT Gas SP18177. A shock absorber is a wear item and needs to be replaced - typically around 50,000
miles. Both shocks and struts work in a similar way. Check out the ClickMechanic price for a Ford C-MAX Rear shock absorbers (pair)
replacement in the UK. Classic, vintage, restoration, and custom cars, pickups, and truck shock absorbers. KYB® Gas-a-Just™ Rear
Monotube Shock Absorber. Shop our complete selection of Harley-Davidson Motorcycle parts and accessories including the Factory Spec
Sportster Shocks - FS-04500-SET. Find the Factory Spec Sportster Shocks - FS-04500-SET at Dennis Kirk. Fabtech Performance Shocks
have been designed to work in conjunction with each of our suspension systems, resulting in superior ride control. Shock Absorbers for cars,
vans and 4x4 vehicles. Land Rover Freelander 2 Rear Shock Absorbers (Pair) Replacement cost. DNM Damping 2 System MTB Mountain
Bike Air Rear Suspension Shock Absorber Rebound/Air Pressure Adjustable AL 6061 Shock Body 165mm (6. classicperform. Vintage and
Classic Shockabsorbers offer a top quality restoration service for Hartford, Luvax and Girling Shock Absobers for Vintage Cars. Q: Rear:
SU471* SU473* SU472 : 36PRX 36P 46PRX: $1499 $1089 $1009: $1 122 $ 999 $ 739: SHOCK SPRING: ALL : W: $99 $ 77. KONI
shock absorbers are produced from the finest materials; surfaces are machined to the narrowest tolerances, and the strictest quality control
standards are incorporated in all production steps. The rear shocks are much easier to replace than the front one. Properly functioning car
shock absorbers also play a critically important role in your vehicle’s handling and stopping distance. Strut Type Shock Absorbers: Struts
replace part of the suspension system. We offer a wide range of shock absorber models, so there is something to suit everyone!. Find the
Factory Spec Sportster Shocks - FS-04500-SET at Dennis Kirk. When you want more road control when towing or for higher performance,
you want KYB Gas-a-Just shock absorbers. # 573895842. Note that, depending on. Boge shock absorbers at Kwik Fit. 1 x Rear
Suspension Strut Bellows Set - Sachs. The shock absorbers on your vehicle dampen and absorb road conditions by controlling suspension
motion while driving. Additionally, we rebuild Delco and Houdaille lever shocks: 10 YEAR WARRANTY! We offer MADE IN THE USA,
coil and leaf springs leaf spring mounting hardware, and front end chassis parts. They use either compressed gas or liquid to help absorb the
lateral (up and down) movement of your car caused by bumps, dips, speed. A piston is attached to the end of the piston rod and works against
hydraulic fluid in the pressure tube. Both shocks you can get for under $100 bucks. Give you bike the shock it deserves. Shoddy shock
absorbers give you false feedback when steering and stopping, so you could end up in an accident, or worse. Shock absorbers do more than
just smooth out the bumps in the road. We’ve got Bilstein coil over shocks, Koni coilovers, and other top-brand shocks and struts from QA1,
RideTech, AFCO, and many others. 2 x Rear Shock Absorbers - Sachs. Get the job done with the right part, at the right price. Built for
heavy-duty use, Bilstein rear shock absorbers are the best truck shocks for a smooth ri. We offer a wide range of shock absorber models, so
there is something to suit everyone!. That's right, we're talking about shock absorbers. Improve your on and off-road ride quality with Rough
Country's premium N3 shocks! These 10-stage variable. Another function of the shocks involves absorbing vertical up and down impacts and
movements for the rear axle and front end suspension. 20% off orders over $120* + Free Ground Shipping**. TFX Suspension would be
happy to talk to through some. Shock brackets can become bent or damaged if shock absorbers fail and lock up. Free shipping. Fine-tuned to
meet the demands of modern light trucks, vans, and SUVs, these Shocks come equipped with a high-quality piston that delivers better-than-
OE response and performance, sportier handling, and a smoother ride. 490 Sport Series Rear Shocks by Progressive Suspension®. Regular
price: $59. classicperform. Pit Bike Rear Shocks, Rear Suspension, Fast Ace, DNM, Orion rear shock, SSR, Race shock, BBR, Fox Shocks,
Elka Shocks 15 Years Online Experience FREE SHIPPING ORDERS OVER $100* Compare. Land Rover Freelander 2 Rear Shock
Absorbers (Pair) Replacement cost. You will have decreased vehicle control and also problems with braking. Your vehicle has struts on the
front suspension and shock absorbers on the rear suspension. Guaranteed to provide ultimate strength and durability Made to provide
unequaled quality and reliability. Shock dimension information is only provided as a means to physically identify KYB shock absorbers. The
shock absorbers should be tested by moving the front or rear of the vehicle up and down quickly. The Front End Dives and/or the Rear Squats
Shocks and struts help keep the vehicle stable during acceleration and braking. Our technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing
friction and heat for the utmost endurance. Pattern Rear Shock Absorbers Pair 327mm Honda CB250 CB400 N. Listed manufacturers,
suppliers, dealers & exporters are offering best deals for rear shock absorbers. 625 60# None. Product Title Rough Country N3 Rear Shock
Absorber (fits) 1999-2019 Chevy Silverado GMC Sierra HD | 0-3" Lift | Pair | 23220_D Average Rating: ( 0. Our Price: $ 326. Check out
the ClickMechanic price for a Vauxhall Zafira Rear shock absorbers (pair) replacement in the UK. Jeep Gladiator JT OEM front & rear shock
absorbers shocks. 625 60# None 58601 L1 LS26 14. Like stated get a deep socked on top and wedge it against the body. If you have less
grip in the rear, you ovesteer, you hit the tree and die again, not seeing what killed you. Detroit Axle - 2WD Front and Rear Shock Absorbers
for 1999-2006 Chevy Silverado GMC Sierra 1500 [Without Electronic Suspension] - 4pc Set 4. 5 out of 5 stars117. Must be ruggedly built
to cope with greater forces. This is especially true for a 4x4 that has been lifted, but is also important for a vehicle that has been lowered. Just
like the OE shocks, self-leveling shocks from KYB include the pump, sensor, regulator, and reservoir inside of the sealed unit. Retail: $538.
Our technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the utmost endurance. SENSA-TRAC® LOAD
ADJUSTING SHOCK ABSORBERS — Continued 58595 LS39 LS39 13. DNM Preload MTB Mountain Wheel Chair Bike Rear
Suspension Shock Absorber AL 6061 Coil Spring 750 Lbs 150mm (5. The KYB Gas-a-Just monotube shock absorber has additional
performance advantages over the traditional twin-tube design: it can instantly, automatically adjust to your. 5/62 Argyle Street South Windsor
NSW 2756 Australia. Our technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the utmost endurance. As the shock
compresses, the bike gets taller. Constant-rate front coil springs and variable-rate rear coil springs. 5") x 38mm 190mm (7. These front shocks
can be adjusted between 0 and 2. 2 x Rear Suspension Strut Mounts - Sachs. Each shock comes with a full two-year warranty for added
assurance. Shock absorbers keep your car's tires flat against the surface of the road, providing even pressure so the tread wear remains
consistent. Easy to use parts catalog. Air shock absorbers improve ride quality by limiting suspension movement. However, that’s just a general
recommendation. When shocks are no longer performing as expected, wheels would bounce, reducing the time of contact and thus available
grip. The rear shocks are much easier to replace than the front one. Plus, we carry a massive selection of coil-overs for circle track, drag
racing, and off-road performance. Each component is finished with multi-layer zinc, for industry leading corrosion resistance. 80, 90 Lever
Shock Absorbers. Mount Kits attach the rear shock to the frame and are available to fit most major brands of shock. 1965-70 Impala / Full



Size Double Adjustment Varishock Bolt-In Rear Shocks. 5 inch, 240mm bolt spacing, 8mm Spring Coil) $32 Di rt Bike Rear Shock (total 11
inch, 245mm bolt spacing, 8mm Black Spring Coil) $32 Di rt Bike Anodized Red/black Shock 10. Your shock absorbers. 48") x 48mm
200mm (7. Positioned horizontally under the motorcycle, the shock is mounted to the frame in the front of the bike and to the swing arm in the
rear. of additional load carrying capacity. Even without lowering you will get better vehicle dynamics for a comfortable street performance in
town and on the highway. During our shocks and struts service, we'll inspect the shocks, struts, and springs in your vehicle's steering and
suspension systems for signs of wear or damage. Procedures will vary, so be sure to know the specifics for your vehicle before getting started.
Bilstein 4600 Rear Shocks for 2018-2019 Jeep Wrangler JL. Improve your on and off-road ride quality with Rough Country's premium N3
shocks! These 10-stage variable. We produce high quality shock absorbers to match your needs, please do feel free to email or call us to ask
for advice on which shock will best fit your situation. The rear shocks are much easier to replace than the front one. A lot taller than most other
bikes and really changes the way the bike handles. They also have a direct effect on handling and braking. When a vehicle’s shocks and struts
are damaged, the front end can dive upon braking while the rear end squats during acceleration. SENSA-TRAC® LOAD ADJUSTING
SHOCK ABSORBERS — Continued 58595 LS39 LS39 13. They also have a direct effect on handling and braking. The two smaller bolts of
the upper mount should be easier to remove. On older cars, shock absorbers are used on both the front and rear wheels, but modern cars use
them primarily on the rear wheels, with strut assemblies on the front. Jeep Gladiator JT OEM front shock absorbers shocks. Another function
of the shocks involves absorbing vertical up and down impacts and movements for the rear axle and front end suspension. When a vehicle’s
shocks and struts are damaged, the front end can dive upon braking while the rear end squats during acceleration. Specify right or left or
purchase 2 and we'll assume a pair. Precision-engineered for the ultimate in safety and performance, Ultra(TM) LT shock absorbers by
Gabriel® provide improved comfort and control, long life and durability, and maximum shock performance for today's light trucks and SUVs.
Step 4 – Compress the rear shock. Shock absorbers, along with suspension and brake components, should be routinely inspected and tested
by a qualified service provider as part of a scheduled maintenance program. Use our car part search tool to identify the shocks that will fit your
car. Buick Rear Pair 1941-53 All Except 1941-42 Ser. 625 60# None. 5/62 Argyle Street South Windsor NSW 2756 Australia. The rear
shocks are firm and have satisfied several customers. Plus, we carry a massive selection of coil-overs for circle track, drag racing, and off-road
performance. Boge manufactures high-quality shocks that are of ‘Original Equipment’ standard, giving you a genuine cost-effective alternative
to dealership suspension repairs. # 573895842. Softail models feature adjustable rear shock absorbers located beneath the motorcycle. Mount
Kits attach the rear shock to the frame and are available to fit most major brands of shock. Step 4 – Compress the rear shock. Front shock
valving ratios are: 90/10, 80/20, and 60/40; rear shock valving ratios are: 70/30, 50/50, and 40/60 TECHNICAL INFO Classic Performance
Products • www. 95 / 20% off X-PRO. Load Adjusting Shock Absorbers adjust rapidly to changing road and weight conditions, delivering
enhanced control with uncompromised ride comfort. Shock brackets can become bent or damaged if shock absorbers fail and lock up.
International. Discussion in 'Dyna Models' started by glider, Apr 30, 2011. Detroit Axle - Front Struts Rear Shocks Replacement for 2007-
2012 Nissan Altima - 4pc Set Coil Springs and Shock Absorbers Suspension Kit 4. Replace those old tired shocks with new ones from
Pelican. We've got front and rear car shock absorbers for popular cars. The Monroe 5877ST is fairly pricey at about US $38 apiece.
Motorcycle Shock Absorber Repair and Rebuild Service. The higher the number the heavier the damping. 99 Add to cart; Yamaha Rear
Shock Absorber G1 Models 1978 to 1989 J10-22210-00 Sale! $ 149. Bilstein Comfort shocks are high pressure monotube shocks available
only for certain trucks with a softer valving than the B6 Heavy Duty. Raise the floor jack. For a smooth ride, the shock absorbers on your Ford
take the brunt of all the road bumps for you. built similarly to the f4i except shorter by a almost 20mm. DNM Preload MTB Mountain Wheel
Chair Bike Rear Suspension Shock Absorber AL 6061 Coil Spring 750 Lbs 150mm (5. Shock Absorbers Steering & Suspension. built
similarly to the f4i except shorter by a almost 20mm. If these control devices weren't part of the suspension system, your car or truck would
continue to hop up and down for a lengthy period until the kinetic energy in the springs finally dissipated. Raise the floor jack. Order Shock
Absorbers and Hardware in our huge selection of parts. Pit Bike Rear Shocks, Rear Suspension, Fast Ace, DNM, Orion rear shock, SSR,
Race shock, BBR, Fox Shocks, Elka Shocks 15 Years Online Experience FREE SHIPPING ORDERS OVER $100* Compare. Our
technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the utmost endurance. Note that, depending on. Plus, we carry a
massive selection of coil-overs for circle track, drag racing, and off-road performance. This is especially true for a 4x4 that has been lifted, but
is also important for a vehicle that has been lowered. Our technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the
utmost endurance. The shock absorber may be binding at a certain point in its normal travel, and as the suspension moves the energy that the
shock would normally absorb will be transferred to the upper and lower mounts. As your vehicle hits a bump, the suspension goes up and
down with the shock absorber "absorbing" that "shock" before it's transmitted to the body, while making sure the tires stay on the road.
Quantity: 2 per Pack. Shock absorbers keep your car's tyres flat against the surface of the road, providing even pressure so the tread wear
remains consistent. They are common on motorcycle and scooter rear suspensions, and widely used on front and rear suspensions in cars.
Choosing a shock absorber for a particular application must include component performance (damping rate) capabilities in addition to
dimensions and mountings. Mount Kits attach the rear shock to the frame and are available to fit most major brands of shock. We found 0
results for "Rear Shocks, Struts & Mounts. Aldan’s TrueLine Series shocks are machined from 6061-T6 billet aluminum providing a
lightweight, high strength solution for reducing unsprung weight. Features: All aluminum design for minimum weight Urethane bushings
Individually dyno-tested/calibrated to assure uniform MSRP $659. Alliance™ Parts shock absorbers feature super-finished chromed piston
rods offering the best defense against corrosion. Shock Absorbers Steering & Suspension. Worn shocks can make for an uncomfortable ride,
but, more importantly, they can compromise your ability to control the vehicle. This type of shock absorber can be found on both front and rear
suspension systems and is relatively inexpensive. Boge shock absorbers at Kwik Fit. Inhibits rust, minimizes deterioration Reduces the amount
of wear on the seal Increases the life of the shock. This is the simplest type of shock absorber and is generally replaced rather than repaired. An
oil leak or strange and irregular wear of the tyres is a crucial indication of the state of the shock absorbers as well. Kwik Fit stock and
recommends Boge shock absorbers and has over 14,000 quality parts in stock. classicperform. Rear shock absorbers for CORSA must be
bought and replaced in pairs. 875 60# P185 58598 LS74 LS74 14. 75" Pair Air Shocks Absorbers Yamaha YFZ Rhino HONDA TRX XL
SL TL. for a taller person its good but for a shorter person it might take a little getting used to. When you want more road control when towing
or for higher performance, you want KYB Gas-a-Just shock absorbers. Classic, vintage, restoration, and custom cars, pickups, and truck
shock absorbers. Fine-tuned to meet the demands of modern light trucks, vans, and SUVs, these Shocks come equipped with a high-quality
piston that delivers better-than-OE response and performance, sportier handling, and a smoother ride. These innovative shocks combine shock
and spring technology to help reduce the loss of ride height and ensure your ride is loaded for the long haul. However, that’s just a general



recommendation. Shock absorbers are basically oil pumps. Truck Shocks add strength and durability helping control the spring motions on
your vehicle, thus giving you a smooth and firm ride. Reinstalling and torquing shock mount nuts in convertible models. The Genesis® Damper
is available for most rear suspension applications. DNM Damping 2 System MTB Mountain Bike Air Rear Suspension Shock Absorber
Rebound/Air Pressure Adjustable AL 6061 Shock Body 165mm (6. Pivot Works Rear Shock Absorber Kit. All shock absorbers will fit into
one of three, broadly defined types: Conventional Telescopic Shock Absorbers: Simplest type. Rear Extra HD Shock Absorbers Exc.
Remember to add two to your shopping basket though. Replacement units are available from Monroe, ZF Sachs and OES suppliers. These
high strength, monotube shock absorbers provide extra-rugged durability and fade-free performance. ENJOY STABILITY: These Shock
Absorbers are engineered for superior comfort and control, regardless of how tough the road conditions may be. Coilover shock absorbers are
usually a kind of twin-tube gas charged shock absorber inside the helical road spring. 5/62 Argyle Street South Windsor NSW 2756 Australia.
2 x Rear Suspension Strut Mounts - Sachs. Mount Kits attach the rear shock to the frame and are available to fit most major brands of shock.
THE ESSENTIALS. This series of shock is ideal for off road performance with a monotube body to improve heat dissipation and a hydraulic
lockout to cushion the impact when your vehicle has reached the suspension limits. Each shock comes with a full two-year warranty for added
assurance. Your shock absorbers. Bilstein Comfort shocks are high pressure monotube shocks available only for certain trucks with a softer
valving than the B6 Heavy Duty. These high strength, monotube shock absorbers provide extra-rugged durability and fade-free performance.
Jeep Grand Cherokee 2014, Premium N3™ Rear Shock Absorbers for 0"-2. ABE product standard and certified under ISO 9001. If we find
any areas of concern, we'll work with you to help you decide whether a Shocks & Struts repair service is what you need to get you and your
vehicle back on the road. If your vehicle has more than 50,000 miles on its suspension, consider having the components replaced. KYB
Electronic Shocks & Struts: KYB’s electronic shocks for the Lincoln Continental are a direct replacement for the original units and will restore
the vehicle’s original control and handling capabilities. 00 shipping. Built to OE quality standards, the BILSTEIN B6 delivers increased
performance when demands are high. We found 0 results for "Rear Shocks, Struts & Mounts. OEM remanufactured air spring bag strut will
replace the original OEM bag strut. Check out the ClickMechanic price for a Vauxhall Zafira Rear shock absorbers (pair) replacement in the
UK. Fine-tuned to meet the demands of modern light trucks, vans, and SUVs, these Shocks come equipped with a high-quality piston that
delivers better-than-OE response and performance, sportier handling, and a smoother ride. glider Veteran Member. Regular: $21. Like stated
get a deep socked on top and wedge it against the body. BestDrive fitment centres are located throughout South Africa and offer a
comprehensive range of top quality shock absorbers for your vehicle. This is a heavy duty Bilstein shock to replace or upgrade your stock rear
shock setup on your Ford Class C. Order Shocks/Struts for your vehicle and pick it up in store—make your purchase, find a store near you,
and get directions. Included in the range is front and rear struts from our Sports Ryder series. We've got front and rear car shock absorbers for
popular cars. 3 out of 5 stars 24. BestDrive fitment centres are located throughout South Africa and offer a comprehensive range of top quality
shock absorbers for your vehicle. We supply parts for your Hartford Shock Absorbers as well as offering a complete restoration service and
the manufacture of new Hartfords for many types of Vintage cars from Edwardians to MGs. For a smooth ride, the shock absorbers on your
Ford take the brunt of all the road bumps for you. classicperform. Precision-engineered for the ultimate in safety and performance, Ultra(TM)
LT shock absorbers by Gabriel® provide improved comfort and control, long life and durability, and maximum shock performance for today's
light trucks and SUVs. The best thing to do is email us a picture of your bike and we will let you know if we're able to make a shock for it. The
rear shocks are firm and have satisfied several customers. Use Code: JAN20. 5 out of 5 stars 35 $94. The most important part of converting
your OEM lever type shock absorbers to the telescopic type is obtaining the correct "installed height". In that period, your vehicle’s shocks and
struts will have cycled more than 85 million times. glider Veteran Member. Delivered direct from our warehouse on Southwell Road West in
Mansfield to anywhere in the UK and Worldwide.. Struts are similar to shock absorbers internally, but also provide structural support for your
vehicle's suspension and wheel alignment. This type of shock absorber can be found on both front and rear suspension systems and is relatively
inexpensive. Delivered direct from our warehouse on Southwell Road West in Mansfield to anywhere in the UK and Worldwide. 2 x Rear
Shock Absorbers - Sachs. Use Code: JAN20. Additionally, we rebuild Delco and Houdaille lever shocks: 10 YEAR WARRANTY! We offer
MADE IN THE USA, coil and leaf springs leaf spring mounting hardware, and front end chassis parts. You can see if your rear shock
absorbers are worn by parking your car on a flat surface. If replacing OEM shock absorbers, then changing all four is recommended. The
Steering system is a mechanism that enables the driver to guide and direct the vehicle in a chosen direction. 5 inch, 240mm bolt spacing, 8mm
Spring Coil) $32 Di rt Bike Rear Shock (total 11 inch, 245mm bolt spacing, 8mm Black Spring Coil) $32 Di rt Bike Anodized Red/black
Shock 10. Successful drag racers know it isn't always the guy with the biggest engine that wins the race. You can search the entire range of
shock absorbers online. Note: If your bike is not on our application list, that does not mean we cannot make a shock for your frame. Find
details of companies offering rear shock absorbers at best price. Keep your heavy-hauler from hitting bottom with Gabriel Load Carrier
Shocks. Replace those old tired shocks with new ones from Pelican. classicperform. Pedders has a comprehensive range of shock absorbers
to suit most vehicles on our roads today. 2 x Rear Suspension Strut Mounts - Sachs. ENJOY STABILITY: These Shock Absorbers are
engineered for superior comfort and control, regardless of how tough the road conditions may be. Types of Motorcycle Rear Shocks. Like all
automotive parts, your vehicle’s shocks and struts follow a specific maintenance schedule. Shock absorbers, along with suspension and brake
components, should be routinely inspected and tested by a qualified service provider as part of a scheduled maintenance program. Pedders
range of car shock absorbers. The Monroe 5877ST is fairly pricey at about US $38 apiece. (2) Monroe Sensi-Trac 5877ST Shock
Absorbers or equivalent. KYB Electronic Shocks & Struts: KYB’s electronic shocks for the Lincoln Continental are a direct replacement for
the original units and will restore the vehicle’s original control and handling capabilities. Cornering and braking can also become tricky in a car
with worn shock absorbers, especially in bad weather conditions. Suitable for Silverado 1500 models 2007-18. The rebound adjustment ring is
located at the bottom of the shock absorber and has a range of positions 1-11. 490 Sport Series Rear Shocks by Progressive Suspension®.
By pressing the boot of your Vauxhall INSIGNIA and then letting go, you can determine whether it is time to replace your INSIGNIA shocks.
99 Add to cart; Ezgo 2Five Rear Shock Absorber Set 2010 thru 2015 Sale! $ 139. Softail models feature adjustable rear shock absorbers
located beneath the motorcycle. Buy Bike Rear Shocks Online with Free Worldwide Shipping Available. 2 x Rear Suspension Strut Mounts -
Sachs. We offer the largest selection of Truck Shocks from Name Brand Manufacturers to fit your Truck or SUV. Inexpensive. As Australia’s
number one chain of under car specialist stores, we offer an extensive range of products and services for all vehicles including passenger
vehicles, 4WDS, light commercials, trucks. A shock absorber is a wear item and needs to be replaced – typically around 50,000 miles.
Replacement units are available from Monroe, ZF Sachs and OES suppliers. Improve your on and off-road ride quality with Rough Country's
premium N3 shocks! These 10-stage variable. 750 60# None 58602 L1 LS26 13. 5") x 35mm with Extra Bushing. Rear end Grip Shocks are



important to maintain the balance of the vehicle in a turn and ensure contact of the tire with the surface as much as possible. 2 x Rear Shock
Absorbers - Sachs. Shock brackets can become bent or damaged if shock absorbers fail and lock up. 00 shipping. Shock brackets can
become bent or damaged if shock absorbers fail and lock up. Detroit Axle - 2WD Front and Rear Shock Absorbers for 1999-2006 Chevy
Silverado GMC Sierra 1500 [Without Electronic Suspension] - 4pc Set 4. KONI shock absorbers are produced from the finest materials;
surfaces are machined to the narrowest tolerances, and the strictest quality control standards are incorporated in all production steps. Shocks
are essential to a car's performance, giving it a smooth and. Each component is finished with multi-layer zinc, for industry leading corrosion
resistance. Shock absorbers are basically oil pumps. The rear shocks are much easier to replace than the front one. Repco have a growing
range of replacement shock absorbers from trusted leading brands such as Monroe with the GT Gas Reflex range, KYB Excel G,
Drivetech4x4 with the heavy duty shocks and also the lift kit range for offroad vehicles and there is the Repco brand with the all-in-one
complete coilover known as the Easy Stut. These are smaller and should be a little easier to remove. 1 x Rear Suspension Strut Bellows Set -
Sachs. Pedders Suspension is pleased to announce the release of its range of sports replacement struts for the Nissan X Trail 2001 On T30
Model. Jeep Gladiator JT OEM front shock absorbers shocks. Keep your heavy-hauler from hitting bottom with Gabriel Load Carrier
Shocks. We offer a wide range of shock absorber models, so there is something to suit everyone!. Mazda 3 2012, Gas-a-Just™ Rear
Monotube Shock Absorber by KYB®. 5 (2 reviews) Does It Fit My Machine? Sale: $19. Raise the floor jack. The most important part of
converting your OEM lever type shock absorbers to the telescopic type is obtaining the correct "installed height". Detroit Axle - Front Struts
Rear Shocks Replacement for 2007-2012 Nissan Altima - 4pc Set Coil Springs and Shock Absorbers Suspension Kit 4. Shock Absorbers
and Struts for Trucks. The two smaller bolts of the upper mount should be easier to remove. While there are many variants, there are two main
types of shock absorber. CUSTOMER SERVICE. 6 out of 5 stars 117 $186. Land Rover Freelander 2 Rear Shock Absorbers (Pair)
Replacement cost. At Industrybuying. com you can find the front, rear and steering damper used in small to medium-sized cars. Fast delivery of
the biggest range of Shock Absorbers. Drag Racing Shocks. Additionally, you’ll also find two rear 5100 Series Shock absorbers which are
perfect for ensuring the most comfortable drive, regardless of what terrain you’re traversing. We offer a wide range of shock absorber models,
so there is something to suit everyone!. 875 60# P185 58598 LS74 LS74 14. 5 out of 5 stars 35 $94. We offer a wide range of shock
absorber models, so there is something to suit everyone!. When a vehicle’s shocks and struts are damaged, the front end can dive upon braking
while the rear end squats during acceleration. The two smaller bolts of the upper mount should be easier to remove. TFX Suspension would be
happy to talk to through some. Our technology permits close tuning tolerances while reducing friction and heat for the utmost endurance. This
type of shock absorber can be found on both front and rear suspension systems and is relatively inexpensive. Whether you’re hauling heavy
loads or transporting your family, KYB has you covered with shocks that restore performance and performance upgrade shock absorbers and
struts for trucks. OEM remanufactured air spring bag strut will replace the original OEM bag strut. We carry quality branded motorcycle rear
shock absorbers from Hagon Shocks, Dunstall, K-Tech, YSS and many more suspension unit manufacturers. Both shocks and struts work in a
similar way. Shock Absorbers Steering & Suspension. 2 x Rear Suspension Strut Mounts - Sachs. Boge shock absorbers at Kwik Fit. Rear
shock absorbers How to order These are replicas of the original Girling units fitted to many British bikes from the early 1950s to the 1970s.
You can see if your rear shock absorbers are worn by parking your car on a flat surface. Find the Factory Spec Sportster Shocks - FS-
04500-SET at Dennis Kirk. If this is incorrect and your new shocks have no built in bump stops, you could end up damaging them. Shock
Absorbers. Quantity: 2 per Pack. Fast delivery of the biggest range of Shock Absorbers. It should be installed now on shock mount. X-PRO
® 250mm Rear Shock Absorber for 50cc 70cc 90cc 110cc ATVs. Regular: $21. These shocks can help provide up to 1,100 lbs. We
produce high quality shock absorbers to match your needs, please do feel free to email or call us to ask for advice on which shock will best fit
your situation. As your vehicle hits a bump, the suspension goes up and down with the shock absorber "absorbing" that "shock" before it's
transmitted to the body, while making sure the tires stay on the road. Each component is finished with multi-layer zinc, for industry leading
corrosion resistance. Coilover shock absorbers are usually a kind of twin-tube gas charged shock absorber inside the helical road spring.
Monroe® Gas Magnum® truck or RV shocks are designed for mid to full size, hard working pick-up trucks and vans. This type of shock
absorber can be found on both front and rear suspension systems and is relatively inexpensive. Regular price: $59. Monroe® Shocks and
Struts: Producers of OESpectrum® shocks and struts, Quick-Strut® complete assembly, Reflex® shocks and struts, and Monro-Matic®
shocks and struts. Never change a single shock absorber. There are two front and two rear with the front shock of a height of 2. Never change
a single shock absorber. Find our best fitting rear shocks and struts for your vehicle and enjoy free next day delivery or same day pickup at a
store near you! 20% off orders over $120* + Free Ground Shipping** Online Ship-To-Home Items Only. X-PRO ® 250mm Rear Shock
Absorber for 50cc 70cc 90cc 110cc ATVs. These shocks can help provide up to 1,100 lbs. These high strength, monotube shock absorbers
provide extra-rugged durability and fade-free performance. BSA Shock Absorber Lower Mounting Bolt - A50, A65, A7, A10, B31 and B33
Models Rear suspension damper bottom fixing bolt - correct OPTIONS ADD TO FAVOURITES BSA Shock Absorber Top Mounting Bolt
- Goldstar, RGS + Early A7, A10, B31 and B33 Models. Shock absorbers that are worn out a lot can turn your car into a safety hazard for
yourself and also for other participants in traffic. If your vehicle has more than 50,000 miles on its suspension, consider having the components
replaced. Each shock is heat-treated to make it stronger and longer-lasting, and shot-peened for a professional finish. Softail models feature
adjustable rear shock absorbers located beneath the motorcycle. Shock absorbers slow down and reduce the magnitude of vibratory motions
by turning the kinetic energy of suspension movement into heat energy that can be dissipated. Shop Shocks & Suspension in Accessories at the
Polaris Snowmobiles store. They just have different designs for different suspension applications. Monroe® Shocks and Struts: Producers of
OESpectrum® shocks and struts, Quick-Strut® complete assembly, Reflex® shocks and struts, and Monro-Matic® shocks and struts. Rate:
Heavy Duty. 13" REAR SHOCK SUSPENSION SCOOTER MOPED Tank Roketa Sunl SK05. If you have less grip in the rear, you
ovesteer, you hit the tree and die again, not seeing what killed you. Like all automotive parts, your vehicle’s shocks and struts follow a specific
maintenance schedule. The Nivomat Shock Absorber is a self-leveling monotube shock absorber developed by Sachs. Buy Bike Rear Shocks
Online with Free Worldwide Shipping Available. These are smaller and should be a little easier to remove. BSA Shock Absorber Lower
Mounting Bolt - A50, A65, A7, A10, B31 and B33 Models Rear suspension damper bottom fixing bolt - correct OPTIONS ADD TO
FAVOURITES BSA Shock Absorber Top Mounting Bolt - Goldstar, RGS + Early A7, A10, B31 and B33 Models. 80, 90 Lever Shock
Absorbers. However, that’s just a general recommendation
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